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Prologue 

EDEN 

 

 The feeling had started on the plane back to Winnipeg. It was a 

weird cloudiness inside her head that almost felt like something was 

inside, wriggling around.  

  They’d been out in China for the last three weeks. Eden Kendrick 

and her husband Christopher had gone to Guizhou province. They saw the 

largest waterfall in China, Huangguoshu, the Wind and Rain Bridge in 

Diping, ate at Hongfu Temple in Guiyang, and they got a local to take 

them spelunking in some of the karst caves. Christopher was really 

excited about the caves; Eden, not so much. It didn’t help that they’d 

found a chamber filled with skeletons. And not just skeletons but 

violently crushed skeletons with holes in their skulls and splintered 

bones. It looked like they’d been there a really long time. There was 

some kind of fungus growing out of the skulls.  

 Christopher had been really excited. He wanted to get closer. 

Their guide was shouting something at him but he didn’t care. He took a 

bunch of pictures with his phone. 

 He was scrolling back through them as he sat beside her on the 

plane. 

 “Man,” he laughed. “Just imagine it. We’re the only people to see 

those bones in probably . . . a thousand years.” 

 The feeling in her head was distracting. She tried to massage it 

away with an uneasy hand. 

 “What makes you think they’re that old?” 



 He shrugged. “Guessing?” 

 She tried to smile. 

  “Are you okay?” 

 “Maybe it’s the jetlag.” 

 “We’ll be back pretty soon.” He hugged her. 

 The stewardess came by and Eden asked for a glass of water. 

 Christopher was still cycling through the pictures on his phone.  

 “Hey, what do you think this is?” 

 He handed the phone over to her. 

 The image was of a thick pillar of fungus that was thrusting out 

the front of the skull.  

 “Jesus,” she pushed the phone away. “Chris!” 

  “It was giving off some kind of pollen. I think I swallowed some 

of it.” 

 The thought of it made her throat dry. She too had inhaled some 

of the pollen that was floating in the air in that chamber. It had a 

sickly bitter taste to it. She drank the water and tried to drown the 

memory of that horrible taste. She attempted to massage away the 

feeling in her head. 

 

 

 

 

  



Chapter I 

QUINN 

 

A feeling of defeat and general malaise flooded over her as she 

stared at the results on the computer screen.   

Sales Associate. 

Merchandiser.  

Dishwasher. 

There were no good jobs available and the ones that were required 

a specialized degree of some kind. Being a Graphic Designer sounded 

awesome, but she had to have two years experience as well as a diploma 

from a reputable Art School, neither of which she had.   

For as long as she’d been a part of the bleak juggernaut that was 

the modern work force, she’d worked in the customer service industry: 

bussing tables, selling coffee to uptight hipster pricks, the list 

trudged on and on. The only job she’d really enjoyed had been working 

at a Video Store when she was in High School.   

Thinking about it made her smile. Leaving school to go straight 

to work and actually looking forward to it?  

I forget what that feels like.  

She remembered watching movies out of the corner of her eye while 

she scanned rentals through or put movies away. She talked to customers 

about movies and video games and she got free rentals to take home 

after her shift was done. It was pretty much the most enjoyable job she 

ever had to do and she missed that. She’d probably still be there if 

she hadn’t left home to move into the big city to go to University. She 

dropped out after the first year because her heart wasn’t in it and 

began the discouraging trek through the customer service world.  



She sighed. Back to the search. 

She typed the word Arts into the site’s search engine. 

There were only four results for her area: an English/Literary 

Arts Teacher for an Elementary school.  

No Education Degree.  

Senior Marketing and Administrations Manager. 

Wouldn’t even know what I’d need for that.  

Copy Writer for an Entertainment company.  

No degree and no experience. 

And finally Director of Internal Audits with a large Public 

Insurance Company . . . 

Yah, no way. She sighed. How would that even apply to Arts? 

She decided to check her Facebook. 

Allison Quinn rested her head in her left hand and scrolled down 

the page with her right.   

Three event invitations, none of which she’d attend.   

She wasn’t surprised that there weren’t any inbox messages, but 

she was hoping that there would be.  

When Quinn wasn’t at work, or practicing with her band, she was 

at her apartment. She mainly spent time by herself, save for some semi-

frequent digital dalliances with Craig on Skype or chilling with her 

roommate Rizzo.  

Rizzo had been hired on at the restaurant she’d been working at a 

couple weeks before she quit. Rizzo was also a musician. She’d heard 

Quinn’s stuff on YouTube and Myspace and wanted to work on a project 

together and that was the birth of the Stoned Moths. 

She sat down beside her bookshelf, which was really her 

lifeshelf. She kept everything on there. Quinn had no reservations 

admitting she was a geek. Her room was decorated with objects that 



validated that assertion: a collection of Doctor Who DVDs she’d 

purchased off of eBay, books on philosophy as it applied to pop 

culture, the entire series of the re-imagined Battlestar Galactica, 

among many other esoteric things.  

In a word, Quinn was inquisitive. She wanted to know everything.  

If only there was an ad for a fulltime philosopher. She sighed, 

returning to the search. 

Currently she was working at an upscale restaurant. The tips were 

amazing even though she was only a busser. She couldn’t even imagine 

what the servers must be pulling in. 

Gigs with the Stoned Moths never paid that well. For the most 

part they ended up getting free drinks at whatever bar they were 

playing and sometimes gas money when they played sets outside the city. 

It wasn’t terrible by any means, she enjoyed it a lot, but recently it 

was conflicting more and more with her job at the restaurant.   

The more gigs they booked the more she’d have to call in and tell 

the staff she wouldn’t be available for bussing and more and more she 

found her name was absent from the on-call schedule. They were slowly 

phasing her out, and she thought it would be better to find herself a 

new job before they got rid of her completely. 

It was raining slightly outside and the sound was oddly soothing 

and the thought of sleep crept quietly into her mind, but once there, 

quickly jumped in for the kill. Her eyelids felt extremely heavy and 

she yawned loudly. They’d been out late the night before at a gig, and 

they’d only gotten back to the apartment around 4am. Quinn closed her 

eyes and shook her head, trying to throw the sleep off her mind. When 

she opened them, her gaze landed on a CD still in its plastic wrap 

packaging.   



It was the Stoned Moths’ first EP, Unresponsive Avatar. Only she 

knew it was in reference to when a character in a videogame freezes up 

and you have to restart the game, although she never told people that. 

She picked the CD up and turned it over, on the backside was a 

picture of the band with their lead singer in the foreground looking 

broodingly artistic. Quinn was just behind him with her guitar; her 

hair in front of her dark, smoky eyes. Rizzo Anders, with her bass, was 

standing behind Quinn and staring off to the left. On the other side of 

the lead singer were the other two members of the band. 

Am I kidding myself? She stared through the EP in her hands, 

through the ground, and off into nothingness. With the amount of shifts 

she was losing at the restaurant and the absence of pay from the gigs 

they performed, Quinn was finding it hard to pay rent, let alone buy 

flagrant delicacies like food or toilet paper. 

She’d given herself an ultimatum.   

If the band didn’t take off after this final series of gigs it 

was time to give up on the dream. Quinn had a dark feeling, seated 

firmly in her chest, that this was the last shot. 

As she thought about it she began to feel increasingly uneasy. 

Could I do that? Could I just give up on my music? 

It had been over fifteen years, in and out of random bands, 

periods of solo work, then back into bands; most of which never 

actually played anywhere. Music had been her life since her first 

“band” in Grade 7. They’d brought their instruments to school with them 

and practiced during lunches and recesses yet never played in front of 

any sort of legitimate audience. She’d once booked a gig and none of 

the other band members showed up. She’d slid out quietly with her 

guitar and amp long before the event organizers realized that they 

wouldn’t be performing. 



Was I really ready to give it all up?   

Maybe it was an arbitrary ultimatum, maybe she wouldn’t go 

through with it if it turned out nothing happened after the tour 

finished. 

Is it time to grow up? To start a career? 

She scrolled further down the list of jobs. 

Desktop Analyst.  

Whatever that meant. 

Fitness Instructor. 

Quinn smirked.  

She was 112 pounds the last time he’d checked and more often than 

not got confused for a High School student. Even though she was 26 she 

still got ID’d wherever she went. Fitness instructor was definitely 

out. 

Java Developer.  

Something to do with programming lines of code. 

She sighed again and then looked at her watch.   

1:17pm 

Quinn groaned. She had to be at work for 4:30pm; setting tables, 

polishing cutlery, making sure everything was ready for the first 

seating at 6 o’clock. She was on call, but they hadn’t called her yet 

to tell her if she was working. She knew she had to get ready anyway 

because they usually called at around 3pm to tell her she had to be 

downtown and ready to work an hour and a half later. 

She got up from her little desk in her claustrophobic room and 

walked over to the tiny closet to get her work clothes. 

She sighed again, remembering that it was raining outside and 

dreading the hours to come. 



  Quinn finally got the call to come into work. When she got there 

she immediately went to the backroom to change into her work clothes. 

She put on her pressed white shirt and fancy, black dress pants; 

grabbed a black tie off the hanger beside the coat rack and shot her 

head through the loop, tightening it firmly around her neck. She sighed 

before stepping out onto the restaurant floor. No customers had shown 

up yet and her co-worker, a teenager named Rebecca, was re-setting the 

tables from the lunch service. 

 The restaurant was open from 11am to 2pm, and then again from 5pm 

till 11pm. Quinn always thought it kind of useless to close up shop 

halfway through the day, only to open up again three hours later. But, 

it was how things were and Quinn was just a buser; it wasn’t like she 

had any say in the matter. 

 “Hi Rebecca,” Quinn waved hello. 

 “Hi,” she smiled back. 

 “How’s school going?” 

 She just shrugged, “As good as can be. I can’t wait until I’m 

graduated.” 

 “You don’t mean that,” Quinn smirked, “I wish I was back in High 

School.” 

 “Really?” 

 “Oh, yah. Things are way simpler than they are in the real world. 

All of your money right now is going to you, isn’t it? You don’t pay 

rent or anything, right?” 

 “Nah,” she shook her head as she maneuvered the silverware around 

the plates, “I’m still at home.” 

 “Yah, as soon as you move out all that disposable income you’ve 

become so used to gets swallowed up by rent and bills and other 

unforeseen fees until you’re lucky to have forty or fifty dollars to 



yourself at the end of the month, and that usually goes into savings, 

or should anyway. I never manage to save any money.” 

 The Chef came up behind them and feigned a cough.   

  “Less yapping,” he clapped his hands together twice quickly and 

then walked off. 

 Chef, as he demanded he be called, was perpetually uptight. Other 

people who worked or had worked in the restaurant industry had told 

Quinn that that was just how chefs were. They were all like that.   

Quinn remembered a couple shifts ago the headwaiter had told her 

she could go home at 10:30pm and decided to quickly text Rizzo to see 

if she could pick her up from work. That part of Winnipeg became a 

decidedly sketchier place after dark. Chef had seen her texting and 

whistled at her, clapping his hands twice. 

 “Hey,” Chef shouted, “No.” 

 Quinn blinked a confused response. It sounded like Chef was 

chastising a pet. 

 I’m not your fucking pet! 

 “I’m just calling for a ride home, Chef,” Quinn tried to 

explained, but Chef shook his head and receded back into the kitchen.   

  When she was sure that Chef was gone she resumed texting Rizzo. 

 Things like that were always happening at the restaurant and 

every time it did, it made Quinn more and more anxious. She hoped her 

days of menial labor were through; that her music would finally begin 

to pay for itself, or possibly even return a profit. 

 If only. 

 The first of the reservations began to arrive just after they 

unlocked the doors at 5pm. The customers sat down and Quinn was quick 

to pour their waters and let them know that their server would be with 

them shortly.  



 They had a total of thirty-two seats reserved for that night, 

which was going to be quite hectic considering that the place held a 

maximum occupancy of forty persons and the staff reflected that. They 

had two evening seatings, one at 5pm and another at 8pm, meaning that 

including the lunch seating they had an opportunity to serve a hundred 

and twenty people.   

 Quinn was still relatively new to the restaurant and was finding 

it hard to gauge what the hierarchy was. She knew to listen to Chef, 

regardless, but it was hard when Todd, the headwaiter gave her 

conflicting orders, and the other servers would contradict those and 

then Chef would get angry, and then Todd would come by and get equally 

as angry. 

 The first seating went by rather quickly. Quinn just went around 

making sure that waters were adequately filled and that small plates of 

French bread with tiny sides of butter were proportionately delivered 

to the customers. Once a table left, Quinn began clearing it.   

 Shawn, one of the servers, came up behind her. 

 “Not now, did you not hear the bell?” He said, exasperatedly. 

 The bell was a small, almost inaudible ding that the kitchen 

would use to indicate that there was something ready to send out to 

customers, but Quinn never heard it. Maybe it was because she listened 

to her iPod so loudly, or that she spent her nights onstage with 

obscenely intense speakers flanking either side of her competing with 

the powerful monitors blaring back at her, or she just didn’t give a 

shit. Regardless, she could never hear that stupid fucking bell. 

 Shawn looked over at Quinn and rolled his eyes. 

 Quinn hated when Shawn did that. It made her feel like she was 

stupid. She was constantly reading and researching; trying to expand 



her mind. She just didn’t give a shit about the restaurant. To her it 

was just a job.   

  A paycheck. 

 Plain and simple. 

 Quinn dropped what she was doing at the recently vacated table, 

and followed Todd back into the kitchen.   

 “We have Coq Au Vin at three-one seat one,” Chef pushed each 

plate forward as she read off the dish and its table and seat number, 

“Lobster Risotto . . . three-one seat two. . . and Rib-eye Medium Rare 

at three-one seat three.” 

 Quinn still didn’t know the table and seat numbers. She 

remembered that there were three different rows of tables, and the 

tables in those rows were assigned numbers; so there were four tables 

in row one; one-one, one-two, one-three, and one-four. There were 

different seat numbers depending on which table the guests were seated 

at. One-three was a table of six, and one-one was only a table for two. 

 It was enough to make Quinn’s brain spin awkwardly inside her 

head.   

 This isn’t what I’m meant to be doing. She sighed. I’m a 

Philosopher. I’m an artist. She thought, exhaling. I want to make a 

difference. I want my life to mean something. 

 “Hey,” Chef yelled, clapping his hands together again twice, “Pay 

attention.” 

 Quinn was thrown out of her thoughts, forced to listen again to 

Chef’s directions. She usually just followed Todd or the other servers 

and put her plates down where they had not; and so far that was working 

okay.   

 She carried the plate for three-one seat two and exited the 

kitchen behind Shawn. 



 

CONNOR 

 

 Connor decided to be homeless in the spring just after the snow 

had melted. Although, looking back on it, he hadn’t so much decided as 

it had been thrust upon him. He’d walked in on his wife with another 

man. She tried to downplay it and said that it was only physical, as 

though that were some kind of excuse. He stormed out and went to the 

pub on the corner.  

  Connor and his girlfriend shared an apartment together. They 

shared a car together. Fuck, they even had a few pets. She had better 

credit than he did, so it was her name on all the documents. It was 

then that he got the idea to be homeless.  

  But a smart homeless.  

  He wasn’t going to try and live on the street downtown or in the 

exchange district. Instead, he bought a camouflaged tent and a sleeping 

bag off the internet for a hundred bucks. He got a pay-as-you-go phone 

for fifteen dollars that gave him 400 minutes, in case of emergencies. 

He hadn’t had to use it yet for making any calls. He really only used 

it as an alarm clock to wake him up before dawn. He had it on vibrate 

so as not to alert anyone else. His only other belongings were his 

backpack, tooth brush, deodorant, two changes of clothes, a bunch of 

socks and underwear and he owned most of that before he decided to be 

homeless. 

 It was a warm summer and he stayed out in the trees near 

Charleswood, in the Assiniboine Forest, far enough back from Grant 

Avenue that people didn’t become suspicious. Although now that the 

leaves were turning his tent was becoming more and more visible and he 

started having to place it further and further back into the forest. He 



didn’t store anything valuable there though. He had a safety deposit 

box for that. There wasn’t anything in Connor’s tent with his name on 

it that could be traced back to him.  

  He always approached the tent from different ways, careful not to 

be observed coming and going from his tent. When there was someone 

around he acted as though he was texting or doing something innocuous. 

He didn’t look homeless. The two changes of clothes that he wore were 

always clean thanks to the laundry mat in Osborne village. He brushed 

his teeth in public restrooms, always wore deodorant, and had bought a 

battery-powered shaver from Safeway for his head. He shaved it bald so 

he never had to wash his hair. No one looked at him differently for it. 

It wasn’t unusual to see someone with a shaved head. 

  He avoided other homeless like the plague. He’d visited a 

homeless shelter once and the experience left him wondering if it 

wasn’t normal for homeless people to be dirty and drunk or stoned all 

the time. Most of the homeless people were harmless. Some were dealing 

with some form of mental illness that kept them on the street. Some 

were actually pretty intelligent, but many were crazy. 

 He still had money in a safety deposit box if he ever needed it, 

but he didn’t. He lived off of food stamps. He didn’t drink or do drugs 

so he didn’t need money for that. He found himself lighted by the lack 

of obligations. He really didn’t have anything to worry about. Most 

days he would spend walking around and watching people, listening to 

their asinine problems. It felt invigorating not to be tethered to any 

kind of debt, or responsibility. The only piece of ID Connor had was a 

library card for the Millennium Library downtown. That was where he was 

most often; reading books, expanding his mind. In fact, he’d started 

learning Spanish.  



 He wasn’t sure what he planned to do when winter came though and 

he knew that wasn’t very far away. 

  

QUINN 

 

The world exploded in gunfire and thunderous blasts of mortar 

shells. Quinn turned the television down a few notches. 

“Hey,” Rizzo called, seemingly offended, “Don’t turn it down. It 

loses its . . .” she fumbled for the word. 

“Immediacy?”  Quinn interjected. 

“Well, I was going to say awesomeness, but immediacy is right 

too.”  

Quinn turned the volume back up and then added, as an 

afterthought: “We do have neighbors you know.” 

“Meh, fuck ‘em,” she laughed. 

They were watching the opening sequence of Steven Spielburg’s 

Saving Private Ryan and both of them were as stoned as fuck. They 

stared blankly at the images on the screen and Quinn’s head lit up a 

blindingly painful epiphany. They were watching two groups of humans as 

they murdered each other.  

The whole idea of war immediately filled Quinn with a sickening 

feeling of isolation.  

Are we simply territorial animals who coveted other animals’ land 

and resources? And especially now in the age of a global economy, 

aren’t we all citizens of one massive country? Are we not all humans?  

“Man, did you see that?” Rizzo laughed, “That guy took off his 

helmet and got it in the face.” 



Quinn was horrified. Why is Rizzo laughing? That’s disgusting. 

How could anyone be amused at a death of a living being? I wonder what 

veterans think about this movie?  

Eerily, Rizzo answered: “Apparently the soldiers who actually 

were there at D-Day say that this is the most accurate film for getting 

the feeling of what it was like to be on the beach that day.” 

  One of the soldiers on the screen was lying on the beach with his 

intestines blown out, screaming for his mother. 

 “I’m sorry. I can’t watch this anymore.”   

Quinn turned the channel; Rizzo began to protest but then decided 

to light up another bowl. She sucked in the pungently sweet smoke and 

exhaled it slowly through her nose. She began to cough violently. 

 “Oh man,” she managed to choke out between coughs, “Nice.” 

 Quinn laughed. 

 Quinn began channel surfing and landed on CNN where a smarmy 

looking senator was in mid-sentence. 

 “-elieve that God gave us children to protect and nurture and 

this new law would mean innumerable children would be deprived of the 

opportunity, no, the gift of life.” 

 The name, in bold, Josef Henderson (Republican) was displayed 

underneath the image of the elderly senator who looked like he was 

glaring intently on something past the camera. Under his name was the 

text: new law means “innumerable children deprived of life”. 

  Quinn scoffed. She hated when people in the media referenced God. 

  I can’t believe that there are still people out there who think 

that there is an archaic, vengeful deity sitting somewhere in the sky 

looking down and judging the world on their arbitrary lives. 

For Quinn, it was when she found out that the earth was just over 

four and a half billion years old, not the six thousand that 



Creationists proclaim is supported by the Bible. After that, the notion 

of God had immediately dissolved as a viable idea in her mind.   

Why would an all-knowing, all-seeing, all-powerful God create a 

universe solely for a relatively small group of people; complete with 

celestial bodies that humans will never ever visit and billions of 

years before the Earth itself was created? The light from some stars 

are only reaching us now so we’re really seeing them the way they were 

billions of years ago. None of them may still be there. 

“People are stupid,” Quinn rolled her eyes and resumed channel 

surfing.   

Finding nothing on, she handed the remote off to Rizzo. 

“Where would you go during a Zombie Apocalypse?” Rizzo asked, 

exhaling a long column of wispy smoke. 

Quinn giggled at the randomness of the question. Rizzo handed the 

pipe over to Quinn and she pulled a long drag off of it. 

“What do you mean where would I go?” 

“Like, a police station, a hospital?” 

Time seemed to slow down as Quinn thought about what she would 

do, and suddenly she was there. There had been a horrible apocalypse 

and she was looking out on a scorched plain of derelict bleakness. 

Beside her, a woman with dark red hair was crying tears of blood, which 

were making winding rivers that connected in a delta-like formation on 

her chin; trickling down her neck and running into the divots in her 

clavicles and finally diffusing into the fabric of her blouse. A man, 

wearing a blood-soaked blindfold was sprawled against an overturned 

wheelchair. He was terrifyingly still against the acrid, black ground. 

Quinn could feel the man’s eyeless gaze upon her. Scanning her. 

Quinn opened her eyes, horrified. She tried to remember what 

Rizzo had asked her before she’d zoned out.    



“Oh, well definitely not a hospital,” Quinn said, handing the 

pipe back to Rizzo, “A hospital has a morgue and if there’s an 

infection there all of the dead bodies would reanimate and you’d have a 

swarm of zombies. Plus, I think a lot of people are stupid enough to 

want to head to the hospital and the zombies would all congregate where 

there’s the most food, right? So yah, no hospital.” 

“What about a prison?” 

“Nah . . . well, maybe if you get there first and grab a bunch of 

guns and get the hell out of there, cause again, lots of people are 

going to have the same idea,” the pipe made its way back to Quinn. “I’d 

probably hide out in a school, they’re built with security in mind. Not 

as much as say a prison, but at least with a school there will be very 

few people who have the same idea that you do.” 

“What’s the one weapon you’d have on you during said apocalypse?” 

Rizzo asked. 

“Crowbar,” Quinn said without a moment’s hesitation. “You can 

jimmy open locked doors, smash zombies heads in . . .” 

“Hammer,” Rizzo said, mid-toke, “Definitely a Hammer, or a 

baseball bat; definitely a baseball bat.” 

“You should never grab anything that has a limited source like 

handguns, which run out of ammo; chainsaws run out of gas,” Quinn 

paused, “Now I’m trying to think of what’s in the apartment.”  

They both laughed. 

“Oh I know, a battle axe.” 

“We don’t currently have one of those in the apartment.” 

They were both attacked by a fit of the giggles. 

“Oh, hey,” Rizzo tried to get control of herself, “I want one of 

those old pike things that are like twenty feet long . . . that’d be 

fucking sweet,” Rizzo explained. 



“Or a scythe would be very useful,” Quinn said. “As you’re 

decapitating zombies, you could also harvest crops.” 

Rizzo coughed as she tried, unsuccessfully, to laugh and smoke at 

the same time.  

  “Hey you need to eat, right?” Quinn said. “It’s the first weapons 

villagers got. How do you think the villagers defended themselves 

without real weapons?” 

“Very true.”  Rizzo said. 

There was a long silence that gripped the room and Quinn noticed 

the returning weight on her eyelids. 

“I should get to sleep anyway. I’m exhausted, and I don’t want to 

get run down.” 

In that space of time, Rizzo had emptied, reloaded, and was 

shotgunning another bowl. As she inhaled, she sort of waved a 

goodnight. 

Quinn entered her bedroom and closed the door behind her.   

 

  



Chapter 2  

LUCAS 

 

  The classroom was still dark. Lucas Eldridge was beginning to 

notice the length of the autumn nights. It was only the beginning of 

fall-the beginning of a new school year-but he was already feeling the 

onset of his Seasonal Affective Disorder. 

  He flicked on the light with the back of his hand. He was holding a 

caramel apple fritter in one hand and his coffee in the other. His 

daughter, Sara, was usually up at around 6am, meaning he had to have 

lunches and everything ready before that point because after Sara was 

awake life became all about her. Sara had just turned four earlier on 

in the summer. Lucas himself was about to celebrate a birthday. His 

thirty-sixth. As he licked the last remains of the apple fritter from 

his fingers he felt pudgy. And angry for letting himself become pudgy. 

  He put down his coffee and pulled out his phone. He started texting 

Abby. <<How come all the awesome things in the world have to be bad for 

you?>>  

  Abby’s response came back very quickly. She must not have started 

work yet either.  

  <<Cause Eve ate from the apple>> 

  <<It always goes back to her. And of course by extension all women. 

Why is that?>> 

  <<Because men wrote the Bible and they needed someone to blame 

other than themselves. I mean, because women are the root of all evil>> 

  <<I know, right? Wait, but then you mean to tell me HUMAN people 

wrote the Bible and inserted their own cultural philosophy into what 

are supposed to be sacred scriptures in order to control their 



followers with their own prejudiced code of ethics?? … That sounds 

kinda far fetched. I'm pretty sure I remember, on numerous occasions, 

pastors saying that the Bible was divinely inspired>> 

  <<uh oh, maybe I wasn't supposed to tell you that. Is this like 

when kids find out about the Easter Bunny?>> 

  <<Find out what about the Easter Bunny? That he's awesome? Although 

undeniably confusing in the context of religion when you think about it 

for any significant amount of time. Also, how many other people know 

about this Bible thing? That sounds like something people should really 

know>> 

 Lucas started to get his class ready before the children arrived. 

 <<Any big plans for the kiddies this morning?>> Abby asked. 

  <<Well, I’m gonna get the kids to draw a picture. Not going to be 

as easy as it sounds. They need step by step for everything. How to put 

spaces between words. How to copy from a paper>> 

  <<You're teaching your little kids to cheat?>> 

  <<No no. Just so they get the shapes of the letters. Like, here's 

an 'a'. Copy an 'a' on your paper>> 

 <<Oh, I see>> 

  <<Yesterday we worked on spelling the word 'I'. Yes the WORD 'I'. 

Pretty hard for some>> 

  <<Yah, it's the first part of that word that always trips me up>> 

  <<Then some kid broke his pencil and someone said something mean so 

that kid was wandering around. And a bunch of the kids were zoned out. 

One girl was crawling under the table. I don't know why. So we reviewed 

how to listen so we can get points for playtime minutes>> 

  <<Wow, that sounds ridiculous. And ridiculously trippy. Imagine if 

they were adults but behaving in the same way! That'd be hilarious. But 

I'm sure you find it frustrating instead. I know I would. Also, what's 



this points thing? What can the points be traded in for?>> 

  <<When they line up well or sit quickly I put a mini marshmallow 

into a jar. When the jar reaches the line they get playtime>> 

  <<I think I'd be more interested in the marshmallows. Do they get 

to eat them? Or are they solely place markers for how close they are to 

playtime?>> 

  <<We've eaten them for other stuff. I haven't decided if we get to 

eat them. What do you think?>> 

  <<Would everyone get one? What about the kids who didn't line up 

well or sit quickly? Would they get one even though they didn't 

contribute to the jar? If they didn't, I don't think they should get a 

marshmallow. Am I being a hard ass?>> 

  <<If the whole class didn't all line up properly then no marsh. 

We're in this as a class>> 

  <<Yah, this isn't socialist Russia>> 

 <<If two people don't do it properly then we do it again. When the 

WHOLE class does it well then we ALL win. Yay community. And, if one or 

two are consistently not sitting well then they get sent to put their 

heads down for a min until I invite them back> 

 Lucas looked at his watched. He had 7 minutes. 

 <<Hope you have a great day, Abby. I’ll text you at lunch>> 

 <<Also, I have a surprise for you. It’s for your birthday. I’m 

debating on whether to spoil it for you and tell you what it is or let 

you squirm. Either way, you can only actually get it on your birthday 

this Saturday. Do you wanna know what it is?>> 

 <<Maybe give me clues. If I know what it is I’ll just want it right 

away. I’m not good with delayed gratification>> 

 <<And this one will be very hard to delay>> 

 <<That sounds ominous>> 



 <<A good ominous?>> 

 <<Looking forward to trying to decipher your clues>> 

 She sent him another text but this time when he tried to open it he 

got that error message again. He started to delete the most recent text 

messages. His little Nokia was always out of memory. There were too 

many text messages stored on it. So he was forced to delete the newest 

ones after he read them instead of deleting the old ones. If he didn’t, 

he wouldn’t even be able to open the new messages. It would just give 

him an error message saying that there wasn’t enough memory to view the 

text. 

He tried again. This time he was able to read Abby’s message.  

<<Have a great morning, Lucas>> 

 <You too, Abby>> 

 

TRESSA 

 

 Tressa Anthony sat at the desk in her cubicle staring at the 

computer screen. All the numbers and columns had bled together and she 

was finding she couldn’t pull any significant amount of meaning from 

them. This always seemed to happen at around 2pm. She could struggle 

through the morning entering data and organizing information but it 

seemed as though 2pm was the witching hour when everything stopped 

being coherent and distorted into a hazy unintelligible blur.   

 She leaned back in her ergonomic chair and sighed. She could feel 

her eyelids growing heavy and realized he needed her daily pick-me-up. 

She grabbed her purse and walked, as inconspicuously as she could, to 

the washroom and quickly locked the door behind her. She hurriedly 

fished in her purse for the opaque, white cylindrical bottle; as she 

grasped her slender fingers around it, she began to get excited; 



thinking about the rush she would be feeling in a few moments, 

rejuvenating her and allowing her to continue with her monotonous data-

entry purgatory. She looked up only for a moment but saw her reflection 

staring back at her. 

 She was a tall, skinny woman with her dark black hair tied 

tightly back into a ponytail. She wore understated nude colored 

lipstick and little else save for a slight sliver of charcoal eyeliner. 

She was quite pale and had a permanent look of displeasure; something 

her co-workers, behind her back, referred to as the Tressa. She wasn’t 

generally disliked among her co-workers, but then again no one went out 

of their way to be nice to her. They perceived her as somewhat of a 

prude, and interpreted her silence and seeming disinterest as a sign of 

superiority, which didn’t win anyone over.    

 She didn’t make an effort to speak to anyone and they 

reciprocated. 

 Tressa didn’t hate her job, but she didn’t like it either. She 

was in a kind of grey zone of just existing and the burden of it was 

grating on her. She’d work, go home, feed her cats, go to sleep and 

start the whole ordeal over again; day after day. 

  God has a plan for me. 

 She stared into the mirror and saw the dark bags under her eyes 

and the deep red veins coursing through her eyeballs. She sighed again 

and popped the top on her bottle of caffeine pills. She shook two pills 

out and downed them chasing them with two glasses of water from a mug 

she also kept hidden in her purse. She knew that caffeine pills were a 

diuretic and she’d have to compensate by drinking eight or more glasses 

of water a day. She put the caffeine pills away and took out another 

cylindrical bottle of pills. These ones contained calcium, because she 

also knew that taking caffeine pills more than once a week causes the 



body to underutilize available calcium. She took the calcium pills and 

had another glass of water from her mug. 

 “Waiting on that plan, Lord.” 

  She took another look in the mirror and realized that a strand of 

hair was loose from her tightly bound ponytail and she decided to undo 

the hair-elastic and redo it. She pulled her hair tight and wound the 

hair-elastic carefully around the ponytail. When she found it was to 

her satisfaction, she gathered up her items and hid them away in her 

purse.   

She took in one last deep breath and exhaled slowly before 

opening the door to the bathroom and returning to her desk.  

 

JAKE 

 

 Dr. Jake Evans left the clinic and headed over to Carol’s house. 

He’d dealt with countless asinine patients and their family members 

during his shift and just wanted to fuck.   

 He sped down Maryland over the bridge into Wellington Crescent in 

his flashy, black Mustang Saleen S7. It was his pride and joy. He did 

have two children, but they were Kimmy’s idea. He’d never really wanted 

kids. He’d gotten tired of his wife’s nagging and finally gave in. The 

oldest had just turned four and his little girl was a few months away 

from her second birthday.   

 He sighed.   

 Kimmy somehow found out about Carol. She was going to take half 

of everything. His massive two million dollar home in Wellington 

Crescent; the summer home at West Hawk Lake, and of course, half of his 

money. She could have the kids, he didn’t give a fuck about that; but 

he’d have to sell the Saleen and give her half.    



 On the bright side, he’d been siphoning portions of his paychecks 

into an offshore bank account; just enough so she wouldn’t notice 

anything missing. She wasn’t into the financial side of things, aside 

from spending. No, she was content to have assistants take care of her 

kids while she’d go gallivanting around Winnipeg buying whatever the 

fuck caught her eye. Clothes and jewelry, mostly.  

  Over the years he’d grown to hate her. 

 As his anger and resentment gurgled up into his head, he almost 

missed the turn. He tried to shake his wife from his mind. He hated 

fucking Carol when Kimmy was on his mind. It just reminded him of how 

horrible the sex had been with Kimmy, and just how much he hated her. 

 He stopped in front of Carol’s apartment at the curve where River 

became Wellington Crescent.   

 Jake had met Carol a few years back at a pharmaceutical 

convention. She’d worn a tight pin stripe pantsuit, with a smart scarf 

around her neck. She had long jet black hair and fierce, exotic eyes. 

Evans wanted to rip her clothes off and fuck her right there on the 

demonstration table.   

 After a few drinks they ended up in her hotel room, and they’d 

kept in touch ever since. After any especially trying day at work, Jake 

would give Carol a call and invite himself over. Carol never 

discouraged him. 

 Jake locked his pride and joy and started towards Carol’s front 

door. He loosened his tie. 

 

PHOENIX 

 

 “What are you saying?” Phoenix Eversong asked looking up at the 

large, attractive, shirtless man. 



 “I’m saying I love you.”   

 She turned away, “But no.” She brought a hand up to her forehead 

and sighed. “This can’t be. You’re . . . you’re married to Catherine.  

I couldn’t betray my sister like that.” 

 “But I don’t love her like I,” the man began, and then pulled her 

into him, “Like I love you.” 

 “This is just . . . it’s just too much to take in.” 

 “Stop right there.” 

 A man, sopping wet from head to toe was standing in the doorway.   

 “You can’t have her,” he paused, taking a step closer. “Because I 

love her.” 

 The man raised a gun and narrowed his eyes. 

 “Reginald, stop!” Phoenix called.   

“CUT!” 

 A loud beep went off and the studio erupted in chatter and people 

stepping onto the set. 

 “No, no, no,” The director walked out in front of the cameras, 

shaking his head, visibly discouraged. “I need it more like: REGINALD 

STOP!” The director’s voice went shrill and it caused Phoenix to tense. 

 “Got it?” His exasperation filtered out through his eyes. 

 Phoenix nodded. 

 “Okay,” the director turned back to his seat and walked out of 

the shot. “Alright, let’s try this again from Phoenix’s line: ‘What are 

you saying?’” 

 They ran the scene another four times, which the director would 

argue were unsuccessful, before he called for a break and they all went 

off. Phoenix was standing at the catering table getting some various 

meats and cheeses when a woman approached behind her and tapped her on 

the back. 



 “I know this is kind of a faux-pas but my daughter absolutely 

loves you, Ms. Eversong.”   

 Phoenix turned to see a woman in her mid-forties staring up at 

her with an 8 by 10 production still of her character in the soap she 

was filming: Alls Faire. 

 “Please, call me Phoenix.” She reached out and grabbed the 

picture and placed it on the catering table. “Do you have a pen?” 

 The woman had one ready and handed it over to Phoenix.   

“What’s your daughter’s name?” Phoenix asked. 

“Esther.” 

She signed her stage name in a showy, over-exaggerated way and 

added: To Esther, thanks for the love. She drew a heart beside it and 

handed the photograph back to the woman. 

 “Thank you so much,” she cooed, happily. “My daughter’s going to 

love this!” She walked off staring at the photograph as though 

everything around her had ceased to exist save for the 8 by 10 in her 

hands. 

 Phoenix threw her pen into her purse. It landed loudly beside the 

switchblade. Her sister had bought it for her. It was engraved too. 

  For Touchy Casting Directors. 

Penny had gotten it for her when she first moved to LA. 

Phoenix went to sit down after filling her plate with random 

slices of pepperoni, ham, and cubes of cheddar and marble cheese. She 

chewed away at the vaguely edible scraps on her plate and sighed.   

 This isn’t where I want to be. I’m an actress, a legitimate 

actress. Unfortunately, she’d amassed a following of stay-at-home wives 

who lived vicariously through Elizabeth’s stories. She had been 

typecast as Elizabeth Alls, a Middle Ages wannabe who worked as an 

actress at a Renaissance Faire.   



 Phoenix had grown quite resentful of her character. In fact, she 

tried to have her character killed off so that she could pursue more 

artistically gratifying avenues. But the viewers were so reluctant to 

see her go that they flooded the studio with mail claiming to boycott 

Alls Fair until they brought Elizabeth, and by proxy Phoenix, back to 

the show.   

 They’d offered her considerably more money than before. That she 

didn’t mind. But in her hiatus, she’d discovered that the rest of the 

film and television world had had little use for Phoenix Eversong the 

actress. The roles she was being sent were simply clones of Elizabeth 

Alls. She came back to Alls Faire, but with a considerable animosity 

for her character and her role in life. 

 The director’s voice rang out loudly through his megaphone: 

“Okay, we’re gonna start the scene again from where we left off.” 

 Phoenix sighed and rose from her seat. 

 Although, her return to the show garnered an interview on Rupert 

Jones. That was at least some kind of conciliation. 

 

LUCAS 

 

 “You like Abby right, Sara?” 

  Sara was sitting backward in the shopping cart, carefully 

studying a box of animal crackers.  

 “Sara?” 

 His daughter looked up at him. 

 “You like Abby, right?” 

 Sara nodded. 

 “You’d tell me if you didn’t, right?” 



 “Daddy, how do you fit your elbows in your ears?” 

 Lucas laughed and stopped the cart. 

 “What?” 

 “Mrs. Taylor said that nothing should go in your ears except your 

elbows. But I can’t do it.” 

 Sara dropped the animal crackers and showed her father that in 

fact she could not get her elbows into her ears. 

 “Sweetie, I think Mrs. Taylor meant that you shouldn’t put 

anything in your ears.” 

  [getting ingredients to make a special dinner that Amber always 

made for Sara.] 

 “But she said I could put my elbows in them.” 

 “Can you?” 

 “No. See?” Sara tried again. 

 “I love you, Sara.” Lucas tousled his daughter’s hair. 

 “Dad, can I get a toy?” 

 “Did you bring your money?” 

 “Dad,” she scoffed. “I don’t have money. I don’t have a job.” 

 “That’s very true, honey.” 

 “But soon I’ll get a job. Until then you have to buy me stuff.” 

 “Oh, I do?” Lucas smiled and started pushing the cart again. 

 “Yup. ‘Cause you have a job and I don’t.” 

 “Oh, is that how it works.” 

 “Uh huh.” Sara picked up the animal cracker box again. “But then 

when I get a job then I can buy you stuff.” 

 “Can I have that in writing?” 

 “No, you can have that in toys.” 

 “But Daddys don’t like toys.” 

 “Why not?” 



 “’Cause toys are for kids. I’ll get you to pay my mortgage and my 

car payment. Deal?” 

 “What about Uncle George? He has lots of toys.” 

 “Those are action figures, Sara. He doesn’t play with them. He 

just keeps them in their boxes.” 

 “Why?” 

 “’Cause they’re worth more if they’re not opened.” 

 “But how do you play with it if you can’t open it.” 

 “You don’t. They’re not supposed to be played with.” 

 “Then why have toys if you’re not going to play with them?” 

 “You should ask Uncle George that, kiddo.” 

 His cell phone beeped. 

 <<Hey handsome. Done work?>> It was Abby. 

 <<Yup. Just getting groceries with Sara. She just agreed to pay 

my mortgage and car payments once she gets a job>> 

 <<Wow, nice kid>> 

 <<I think so. How’s your day going?>> 

 He got the error message again. He started to delete the newest 

texts. He tried reopening the text: <<Good. I decided to torment you by 

showing you what I’m getting you for your birthday this weekend. 

Picture to follow>> 

 “Dad?” 

 “Yah, kiddo?” 

 “I still think you should get me a toy.” 

 “You do, huh?” 

 “Yup. I’ll really like it and I’ll play with it a lot.” 

 “Well, I’ll think about it.” 

 “I love you, Daddy.” 

 “Is that because I might get you a toy?” 



 “Are you going to?” 

 Lucas laughed. 

His phone beeped and the image appeared. It was Abby. She was 

lying naked on her bed with her friend Sindy who was also naked. 

<<You can fuck us. Happy Birthday>> 

Lucas felt flushed. There was no way he was ever deleting that 

photo. 

 

QUINN 

 

 She took a long drag from the joint as she sat on the couch in 

their tiny apartment. The walls were a yellowed off white and 

completely bare save for one Pink Floyd poster. The apartment was made 

up of a kitchen and the living room that doubled as a bedroom for 

Rizzo. Quinn had the luxury of using the only bedroom as an actual 

bedroom. Her name was the name on the lease so she felt, and Rizzo 

agreed, that it entitled her to having the bedroom.   

  With all of Rizzo’s stuff, they didn’t really have enough room 

for their couch, which was squeezed in awkwardly between the edge of 

Rizzo’s bed and the pitiful bookcase. The only thing really valuable in 

the apartment was the computer, the HD television, and the Playstation 

3. Rizzo and Quinn had pooled their money together and splurged on 

those items; the computer for creating music and the Playstation 3 and 

television for a reprieve from reality.  

 She let the warm high take her over. Closing her eyes, Quinn lay 

back in the chair; only she lay back too far and hit her head on the 

bookcase behind the couch.   



 She sat up angrily and moved to the foot of the bed. She switched 

on the television to see if there was anything of interest.   

 But it was only the news and some dumb reality shows.   

 She shut the TV off and lay back against Rizzo’s bed.  

  Rizzo wouldn’t mind that Quinn was using her bed as a couch. It 

was more comfortable than the actual couch. Rizzo was out at her 

girlfriend’s house anyway and wouldn’t be back at all during the night.   

  Exhaling, Quinn felt the warm, soft fibers of the sheets against 

her neck and bare arms. When she sat back up, the movement caused her 

head to explode in dizzying, yet wonderful, disorientation. She felt 

like her head was traveling independently around the room.   

 “Jesus,” she said to herself, “this is good stuff.” 

 When she opened her eyes, her gaze fell on her bio package 

propped up against the headboard of Rizzo’s bed and she smiled. It was 

labeled: the Stoned Moths. 

 “Soon,” she smiled.  

 Her pocket vibrated. 

 It was a text from Kevin. 

 <<Greece is awesome>> 

 She smiled. 

 Kevin was getting his masters in Classical Archaeology. He was 

currently working on a dig in Greece. 

 <<They have orange Fanta here, not just tangerine!>>  

 Quinn smiled. 

 <<I want one>> she pressed send. 

 <<Come here and get it>> 

 <<I would, but my teleporter is broken>> 

 <<urgh, again? How come your stuff is always broken>> 



 <<damn aliens gave me the technology but never told me how to fix 

it>> 

 <<well that was stupid of them>> 

 <<very>> Quinn propped herself up against the back of Rizzo’s bed 

and began typing another text. <<I am planning on winning the lottery 

this Friday so I’ll use some of that money to come out and visit you>> 

 <<Oooh, if you win can I have a unicorn?>> 

 <<Unicorn … check>> 

 <<A unicorn AND a house in Greece>> 

 <<unicorn and a house in Greece … check check>> 

 <<Having a unicorn would be awesome>> 

<<And fictional>> 

<<That we know of>> 

<<Touché, Kevin>> 

<<I bet you there’s a slight statistical probability that it 

exists>> 

Quinn smiled <<Do you realize how statistically improbable it is 

that WE even exist? If your father masturbated only ONE more time 

before conceiving you, your existence would begin in a testicle and end 

in a wadded up tissue, or on your Mom's face, or dissolving in your 

Mom's stomach juices or trapped in the lining of her lower intestine 

;)>> 

<<Wow, those are all mental pictures I wish I didn’t have. 

Thanks, Quinn>> After a few seconds another text from Kevin came 

through. <<I like the thought of 'one more masturbation and you 

wouldn't exist' ... so true>>  

<<Just think of all the potential children you are condemning to 

never being born every time you masturbate>> 



<<Yah, I’m selecting which one will actually turn into a baby 

someday! oh statistics!>> 

<<:D>> 

<<So what else happened yesterday?>> 

<<We had a Stoned Moths show at the Zoo. Oh but me, Jennifer, 

Jaremy, Tom, and James went out to Jennifer's car to get high and there 

was this guy that walked up to us asking for money and he said he was 

with Occupy Winnipeg looking for donations but he was totally homeless 

and James being SUPER high called him on it and had this big argument 

with him. It was uncomfortable, but high-larious, and then we packed up 

after the set and I went home and went to sleep. ;)>>  

Kevin texted: <<ps. I messed with statistics while thinking about 

you>> 

<<I love you! :D <3 "messing with statistics" I like that>> After 

a few seconds she started typing another text. <<Just imagine all the 

potential children you've killed>> 

There was digital silence for a while. 

<<so you had a good day Q?>> 

 <<Really good. Any chance we can Skype sometime soon? I picked 

last time so you get to choose what we watch>> 

 Before Kevin left, Quinn had loaded a backup of her collection of 

movies, documentaries, and television shows onto Kevin’s external hard 

drive so they could still watch things together while still being 

across the Atlantic from one another. 

 <<We’re still not completely set up with our own internet and 

stuff, and we’re really busy getting things ready for the dig. It’ll 

have to just be text for now. Is that okay?>> 

 <<of course!>> 

 <<:D>> 



 <<So what are you wearing?>> 

 

HECTOR 

 

 He hadn’t been back to Winnipeg in over twenty years.   

 Not since the final big blow out with his father. The memory of 

it was still fresh in his mind, even after such a long period of being 

away, it felt like only yesterday the volume of the screaming match had 

shook the walls of the small house. It was followed closely by slamming 

doors and the revving of his engine as he peeled away. 

 Was it simply rebellion? He wondered if he’d really wanted to 

join the Army, or if it wasn’t just to get back at his father, an 

emotionally distant enigma who seemed to care more about his writing 

and his theories than he did his own flesh and blood. 

 He remembered the palpable absence of his father during the 

majority of his youth; even when he was there, he was gone. 

 Was it to evoke a reaction? To be sure that his father was 

actually human, with human emotions and therefore existent? Or did I 

want to hurt him by flying in the face of everything he believed in. 

 His father, Hector Grayson II, was a staunch pacifist with strong 

religious convictions. Joining the Army, “the state’s strong arm of 

genocide”, was an unforgivable act of treason towards his father’s 

ideologies.  

 He quickly moved up the military ladder. He’d seen action in 

Bosnia, Afghanistan, and Iraq and was scheduled to start another tour 

of duty in Afghanistan later on in the year. There were many times 

Hector wished he hadn’t chosen to spurn his family. He longed to leave 

the blood behind him. He often cursed his rebellion and self-imposed 



exile. If only he’d just apologized, he might still have a relationship 

with his father, his mother, Joan, and his brother, Josh. 

 But now, he could never apologize to his father, and since that 

was the case he would probably never be able to reconcile with his 

mother or brother. 

 His distant cousin was the one who’d contacted him to tell him 

that his father had died after a long battle with lung cancer; not his 

mother, or his brother.  

  A distant relative . . . 

 Why am I even here? It’s not like I’ll get any kind of 

absolution. It’s too late for that. Dad’s dead. So why am I here? 

 He killed the engine to his Jeep and stepped out onto the street. 

He looked out at the home he’d grown up in and all the memories that it 

once housed came cascading down on him with a force that made his chest 

hurt.   

 He remembered learning to ride a bike on that very stretch of 

asphalt in front of him. He’d learned to play soccer with an improvised 

net consisting of a chalk outline on the garage doors. He’d snuck out 

to his first party through that window on the far left side of the 

house.  

 He felt his throat tightening up, and his eyes began to feel dry 

and irritated. He realized that he hadn’t blinked in quite a long time. 

When he did, tears began coursing their way down his face. 

 He wiped them away, ashamedly, and started walking up to the 

house. 

 What am I going to say? He wondered who would answer the door. 

Mom? Josh? How will they react when they see me? Will they embrace me? 

Will they shout at me? Will they shut the door in my face? 



 He climbed the steps leading up to the front door and raised his 

hand to knock, but stopped himself.   

 Is this fair? He wondered. I haven’t spoken to them in years; not 

a word. They are in the grips of grieving. Maybe I’ll be doing more 

harm than good by coming back into their lives. What right do I have 

coming back now? Just ‘cause Dad’s dead doesn’t suddenly wash away the 

fact that I left. 

 He lowered his hand and closed his eyes. 

 “What should I do?” He asked to no one. 

 When he opened his eyes he heard voices from behind the door and 

it was enough to sufficiently scare Hector from knocking. He’d almost 

forgotten what his mother’s voice sounded like, but now the voice 

seemed so familiar. It was like no time had ever passed at all. 

 He jumped down off the steps and rushed back to his Jeep, trying 

not to alert those inside the house of his presence; but he heard the 

screen door opening and that familiar voice yell out: “Hector?” 

 He didn’t look back. He whipped open the door to the black Jeep 

and hurriedly leapt inside. 

 “Hector?” 

 He started the engine and sped away from the curb. 

	  


